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WWF
“Take a Stand Save The Planet”

Date: Mar 20, 2021
Project: climate change action
Company: WWF “World Wildlife Fund” 
Client Name: Patrick Suriano, 1B28, Conestoga College
Agency: Nour Abiad, Nour Abiad for Design and advertising solutions 

 CURRENT BRAND POSITION
The World Wide Fund for Nature is an international non-governmental organization founded in 
1961 that works in the field of wilderness preservation and the reduction of human impact on the 
environment. It was formerly named the World Wildlife Fund, which remains its official name in 
Canada and the United States.

 UPON CAMPAIGN/AD COMPLETION
WWF fights climate change by saving forests. To do this we: Ensure that global climate change 
agreements reduce forest destruction and degradation and protect wildlife. Work directly with 
countries, especially developing ones, to protect forests and benefit the livelihoods of local com-
munities.

 EXECUTION
WWF is working to better understand how a changing climate impacts species, and we are de-
veloping and implementing solutions to help them adapt to these changes .

 FOCUS GROUP
The organization is trying to attract the attention of the whole world to the problems of climate 
change, and it also conducts a large number of annual campaigns to raise awareness in the field 
of climate and nature, targeting in its campaigns countries, humanitarian organizations and  
people.

 END GOAL
Climate change awareness around the world. To deliver a message to the whole world and warn 
about the dangers resulting from climate change.
In this campaign, the organization wants to target the largest possible segment of people around 
the world.

 PRACTICALITIES
Budget: $ 500.000 CAN for the whole campaign.
   Magazine:  $25.000 per month X 2 X 12 = $300.000 (WWF magazine, The Nature)
   Social media: $5000 per month X 12 = $40.000 (Facebook, Instagram)
Delivery Date: August 2022
Considerations: Continued digital/online work will be billed in a phased process.



 APPROVALS
Final Approval Contact:
Patrick Suriano
Professor, Coordinator
Advertising & Marketing Communications
Conestoga College
299 Doon Valley Drive
Kitchener ON N2G 4M4
519 748 5220 x.3792
psuriano@conestogac.on.ca
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Graphic Design | Advertising Solution 
EXCELLENCE - We strive for excellence in design, delivery, and customer experience.
COLLABORATION - We value collaboration. Our clients dreams become insights into our work.
INTEGRITY - We take pride in our work and won’t settle on mediocrity.
SUSTAINABILITY - We design with sustainability in mind. We use FSC approved materials when 
appropriate.

 EXPERIENCE
Our award-winning portfolio of work and clients can be viewed online at www.nourabiad.com
CONTACT INFORMATION
P 5194009309
E info@nourabiad.com
www.nourabiad.com
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